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Practitioner perspective: Working with partners

Jörg-Werner Haas and Tim Auracher

Dear Lucy,

Thanks for your request for feedback on your mission. It is a good 
challenge to be asked for a practitioner’s view about how to deal with which 
partners in order to make a governance support programme a success. I 
actually had a very interesting conversation with a colleague of mine who 
is far more experienced than me, Jörg Haas. When I looked at our exchange 
I decided to simply forward it to you (after having deleted some internal 
stuff, of course). To me the conversation is an important part of the process 
of grappling with the issues, and it helps to unpack what can be said from a 
practitioner’s perspective. I hope we are not too critical. We actually tried to 
pull out some practical recommendations but I don’t know whether they are 
useful for your current mission.

Anyway, don’t hesitate to contact me in case of questions.

Best regards, 
Tim

Sent: Wednesday, 25 march, 08:21am 
From: “Auracher, Tim” 
To: “Haas, Jörg-Werner” 
Subject: DFAID programming mission/request for advice

Dear Jörg,

I was asked to give some practitioner’s advice to a governance advisor 
from DFAID, named Lucy. I actually got hold of some of the papers she 
received to prepare herself for her assignment. And honestly, I don’t quite 
know how to formulate my thoughts in order not to be too cynical – as this 
won’t really help her. As you always gave me helpful advice and guidance 
with your optimism and based on your several decades of experience, I 
wondered if you could help me one more time?
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From reading the papers prepared for Lucy you could get the impression 
that being a governance advisor is like playing chess. It seems as though 
the strategies can almost be memorised – that the moves are based on a 
careful set of rules and that understanding the theory is essential. But in my 
experience our work is not like that at all! The reality in the field is rather like 
playing chess on three tables in parallel with pawns in the game that move 
themselves and all at the same time. I decided that the human brain (at least 
mine) is not capable of grasping interdependencies anymore.

The reality is also that there are no clear sides and even the question of 
what constitutes winning changes all the time. Hence, strategies can only be 
formulated in a very open and flexible way. This is the first issue I wanted to 
raise with Lucy: flexibility – what do you think? I want to stress this because 
in the real world “chess game” the potential moves of your many and varied 
counterparts are too complex to be predictable (your ultimate adversary is 
of course not any one your counterparts, but “bad governance”, wherever it 
may manifest itself). You just start the game and decide from move to move.

That, however, is only possible if you are granted enough flexibility 
to decide on the spot. And in most cases, advisors, especially governance 
advisors, don’t have that flexibility because of the “logical framework” which 
fits them into targets, indicators and disbursement targets. In other words, 
no matter what trend is currently in vogue, project implementers cannot 
implement it if they are not granted enough flexibility to react to moving 
targets and short-term windows of opportunity.

…

From: “Haas, Jörg-Werner” 
…

Dear Tim,

Yes I know what you mean. It is not an easy task to give fellow 
practitioners good advice without frustrating them. I couldn’t agree more 
with your thinking about how to balance state-of-the-art findings on 
promoting good governance with realities “on the ground”. Let me give you 
three examples that I think show that your point on flexibility often involves 
learning lessons over time. The first component of real flexibility is therefore 
that we must be willing to accept that change can be a slow and bumpy 
process (not infrequently driven by the need to compensate for the twists 
and turns of reform).

Once I was asked to head a mission together with a consultant. The aim 
was to design a programme to mainstream human rights into the security 
sector. It didn’t take us long to grasp that our counterparts had a very 
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dynamic and progressive section on human rights and that the National 
Police had already established a well-functioning Police Academy on human 
rights. We wondered why we were asked for support. I couldn’t help guessing 
that maybe there had been a spontaneous conversation between senior 
officials, from the donor and the country, and one thing led to another… 
It could even be that a request like this gets taken seriously because 
somewhere along the line somebody asks the advice of an expert they know 
(perhaps a consultant) who thinks that more work on these issues has got to 
be a good thing.

Or another example, in the mid 90s a new law on popular participation 
(Ley de Participacion Popular) was adopted in Bolivia. The basic and very 
democratic idea was to let users of decentralised education and health 
facilities judge the quality of the services received and to make local budgets 
more accountable to them. On the surface it looks convincing: let parents tell 
if teachers of rural schools are present or not and whether they offer good 
teaching to their children. It’s all there on good governance: democracy, 
participation, monitoring, financial accountability. It seemed that in practice 
it became almost like a replacement for local government and existing public 
service functions. After two years I began to think that it had become a way 
to create new forms of clientelism.

my final example is from the early 80s when the Technical University 
of Berlin developed the concept of the Rural Growth Centres. The basic idea 
was to bundle public services in carefully selected locations to generate 
self-sustained development. Eventually, spillover effects should unfold. It 
sounds convincing because location theory supports the idea of multiplier 
effects through spatial concentration. So we went to malawi with our 
tents and started to investigate the best possible locations to establish 10 
demonstration centres in the middle of nowhere. However, our enthusiasm 
was dented after a year or so. We had found that the whole concept was 
susceptible to being used to build power bases for politicians. Leaders had to 
offer something to local chiefs to secure support.

So making use of this first component of flexibility entails accepting two 
things:

First, development co-operation, especially on governance matters, is 
always political. It is not only political with regard to the partner country, but 
also with regard to the donor, or development partner. Sometimes it takes 
time to identify the real motives of stakeholders and in most cases you can 
only identify them if you are present. The best political economy analysis 
(PEA) can’t replace observation and day-to-day experiences on the ground.

Second, the best programme design may turn into a bad one after a 
while. The system is too complex and human behaviour too unpredictable 
to design a perfect intervention strategy from the outset. Constant impact 
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monitoring is necessary but not enough. The programme setup must be 
flexible to quickly allow corrections or even reorientation based on findings 
from monitoring.

…

From: “Auracher, Tim” 
…

Dear Jörg,

Okay, I buy your first component of flexibility, it makes sense to be open 
to learning lessons over time and revisiting our thinking. I would like to 
add a second component – the need to vary our approaches and thinking on 
programme design and implementation. I know that this also means taking 
the more difficult paths in terms of our own structures, often our institutions 
prefer what seems to be a “known quantity”. It would also mean working 
more effectively with partner institutions on innovation. Any programme 
design is only as good as the underlying modes of delivery. While working 
in a consulting company for several years I learned that lesson. To me, there 
is a predetermined breaking point in the current system of programme 
implementation which affects governance programmes: In many donor 
agencies, programmes are designed by governance advisors. Then their 
implementation is opened for tender and the best offer, that is, the cheapest 
compared to the presumed quality, wins. Consulting companies finally 
implement the programmes, but they are bound by clear goals, indicators and 
disbursement targets on the one hand and by profit margins on the other.

Personally I am convinced that the key to improve results in governance 
programmes may not lie in state-of-the-art concepts. It’s rather modes of delivery 
for implementing agencies (be it consulting companies, local or international 
NGOs or other stakeholders) that make a difference. Donor agencies have to be 
more innovative and think out of the box to resolve this challenge.

Allowing flexibility to adjust to changing conditions is surely a move in the 
right direction, towards more tailor-made solutions. However, as pointed out 
in James Deane’s article provided to Lucy, this does not mean that one should 
support ideas to go with the grain at any cost. I am sceptical about the claims 
that non-Weberian systems necessarily work better and ideas of integrating 
neo-patrimonial rule make sense. Flexibility to implement a project must 
always go along with strong normative orientations and a clear vision of what 
the desired impact should look like. Otherwise we are sliding into complete 
relativism and the reason why taxpayer’s money is invested becomes blurred. 
There is nothing wrong in being geared to the Universal Declaration on Human 
Rights or the IPU’s fundamental principles of democracy.
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…

From: “Haas, Jörg-Werner” 
…

Dear Tim,

I agree, so we have some ideas on what constitutes flexibility. But I 
presume we need to develop some more hands-on advice for Lucy, saying 
that we need flexibility doesn’t tell us what we would do with it!

I would say flexibility works when it is used to support an alliance for 
change. Flexibility is a tool to enable programmes and initiatives to deliver 
better – but on its own it is not sufficient to secure change. Real change 
therefore needs flexible programmes built around collaboration. I would 
advocate orienting any intervention strategy towards relevant change agents 
(development entrepreneurs, champions of change, call them what you like 
but people who want to make something happen). It may not be a new idea, 
but during my career it proved to be effective. Identifying appropriate change 
agents may take time – and flexibility – as they might “change” over time. 
But they are the bridge between outside intervention and local ownership. 
Ultimately they may shape the programme design themselves.

Let me give you two examples.

In the mid 90s Colombia followed a very unusual way to reform and 
strengthen regional government in the southern department of Nariño. 
Inspired from the decentralised structure of the Tennessee Valley Authority 
in the US, it adapted the approach of autonomous development institutions 
in order to gain time for improving the capacity of regional government. The 
central government devolved financial and decision-making authority to the 
Regional Autonomous Corporation of Nariño (Corporación Autónoma Regional 
de Nariño; Corponrino). meanwhile, the regional government of Nariño 
was trained and restructured. After several years, the central government 
considered the regional government fit to assume full responsibility once 
again. So they downsized the corporation back to its original operational 
task as an environmental agency. It may not have been planned in detail this 
way, but it worked fine. Probably no governance expert in the development 
circles could have invented such a concept without being called a dreamer 
and idealist.

The second example refers to our very recent experiences in Indonesia 
between 2010 and 2013. I am sure you agree when I say that we had a very 
difficult time at the beginning, maybe even in the first two years of programme 
implementation. The programme design was logical and straightforward: to 
achieve improved basic public services, focus on decentralisation support. 
Provide policy advice in key ministries (Interior, Planning, and Finance) and 
strengthen selected district and provincial governments to experiment on 
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new forms of implementation. However, we found it too hard a nut to crack. 
In theory the strategy sounded nice, but key stakeholders had no interest in 
following it. maybe a thorough PEA would have been able to warn us in the 
first place. But it surely would not have been able to provide useful alternatives. 
These two years of trial and error were not in vain because we learned much 
about key stakeholders, their interests and their power relations. Some of 
them started to trust us. Finally, we got to identify the right change agents 
and restructured the whole programme around them. The result was a new 
strategy: Support the existing dynamics in administration reform, help them 
to identify subnational change agents to jointly develop strategies (instead of a 
predetermined set of local governments) and use the leverage of the National 
Institute for Public Administration which has a mandate to train every civil 
servant in the country, especially the decision makers. Very quickly, the 
programme developed an impressive dynamic. 

…

From: “Auracher, Tim” 
…

Dear Jörg,

The Indonesian experience strikes a chord. The change agent approach 
especially makes sense in countries like Indonesia, where development 
partners play such a tiny role compared to the size of the country and its 
overall economic strength.

Nevertheless, in building our alliances I believe we should not forget 
to search for an appropriate balance between state and non-state actors, 
because changes in state-society relations may not be sustainable if we 
focus only on one side. Very much in line with Fletcher Tembo’s article on 
collective action theory, the triangle on constructive state-society relations 
(see diagram below) helps to develop a more holistic approach.

This approach considers that efforts to promote political participation 
and the development of constructive state-society relations provide a basis 
for sustainable transformation towards good governance. These efforts 
need to focus on three dimensions that are interdependent and mutually 
reinforcing: 1)  building and consolidating the legal and institutional 
framework, 2)  strengthening civil society and 3)  improving the capacity 
of the state. The state and civil society are not seen as acting in isolation. 
Rather they are linked together in a reciprocal relationship. Only if all three 
dimensions are taken into account, it is possible to achieve constructive 
state-society relations.
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…

From: “Haas, Jörg-Werner” 
…

Dear Tim,

This is a good concept for a more holistic approach, going beyond the 
question of whether demand-side or supply-side support is more effective. 
But I am sure you won’t disagree with me saying that in practice, these 
idealised approaches are difficult to follow. Referring to our experience in 
Indonesia, once more, we had very limited options to actively involve civil 
society actors, although we tried. This was the question running through my 
mind when I read the thought-provoking paper from Jörn Grävingholt: can 
we really find the right balance between supply and demand perspectives? 
I really liked his “unsatisfactory” scenarios of governance support, but the 
challenge seems to be quite daunting.

more generally, to me, any of these ideal-type approaches can’t be 
precisely applied on the ground. This is where the combination of “flexibility” 
and “collaboration” need to work creatively together – the practitioner needs 
to recognise that this is an art not a science. However we conceptualise 
these issues they should remain an orientation, but they mustn’t become 
a straightjacket. many programme designs and blueprint intervention 
strategies assume implicitly that this kind of ideal-type approach could be 
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directly applied. As a consequence, goals and indicators are too ambitious 
and unrealistic. Often, we overestimate our capacity to influence a system 
within our partner countries. We call this the “omnipotence trap”.

…

From: “Auracher, Tim” 
…

Dear Jörg,

That reminds me of my first assignment in Senegal some 13 years ago. 
After weeks of preparatory training I came in, assuming that counterparts 
were waiting for my advice in line with the terms that were agreed between 
the two governments and sealed through commonly agreed goals and 
indicators. They were not. Achieving goals and indicators was my affair, 
not theirs. Quite some of them didn’t have time, and sent a lower level 
representative. Others made it clear that they are primarily interested in the 
funds I may provide for certain activities.

I learned to understand that we advisors tend to see ourselves in the 
centre of the universe we work in. That’s the biggest mistake, independent 
from all the thought-through and tested theories of development assistance 
in the governance sector. We are just a small particle on a wider orbit far 
away from the sun, where the political heat comes from. Changing the things 
we want to change is not in the interest of many of our counterparts and very 
far away from the priorities of those closer to the sun. The biggest problem is 
not that some counterparts may not be amused by your intentions – actually 
that would be a good point to start with – the biggest problem is that they 
don’t even care.

…

From: “Haas, Jörg-Werner” 
…

Dear Tim,

Yes, we need to guard against our own hubris, and recognise that in 
the world of our counterparts there is a lot more going on. So flexibility and 
alliances with agents of change may still not be enough. Hence, my lesson 
learned and my advice to Lucy: be realistic in setting goals and targets 
and verify them regularly. Too-ambitious goals and targets might push the 
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implementing agency/programme team to push for short-term visibility 
which turns to be smoke and mirrors in the long run. Some very clever 
partner institutions, be it state or non-state actors, even understand that 
logic quickly and may put you under pressure: either we get some support 
as we want it, or we don’t show results as you need it (in order to fulfil your 
compulsory indicators and targets). The setup allows them to blackmail 
donor-funded implementing agencies.

One way to get over this dilemma is to allow the implementing agency 
to propose outcomes and develop appropriate indicators after an inception 
phase of at least half a year or even longer. Integrate monitoring milestones 
into the programme design at regular intervals to verify whether indicators 
or even outcomes may need to be amended.

From: “Auracher, Tim”

Dear Jörg,

To summarise, key lessons for Lucy would be

1. Allow real flexibility in implementation beyond mere lip service 
(programme design, means of implementation, programme readjustment).

2. Let the implementing agency identify change agents first, and then 
develop an implementing strategy around them. But try to consider all 
three elements of constructive state-society relations. It strengthens 
sustainability.

3. Don’t formulate over-ambitious goals and indicators. It could turn 
against you and leave you unnecessarily frustrated by events.

Thank you very much indeed for your support.




